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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
 
 
On the morning of December 26, 2004, a tsunami ripped through the Indian Ocean, 
hitting Thailand’s Western Andaman Coast, leaving a path of destruction and devastation 
in its wake.  According to the UN Office of the Special Envoy for Tsunami Recovery, in 
Thailand 8,212 people died, 2,817 are still missing (presumed dead) and approximately 
6,000 people were displaced by the natural disaster. People were left completely 
bewildered by the event, since no tsunami-related education or precautions had never 
been implemented or practiced within Thailand.  The “Last Mile Communications 
Inventory” has since been established to identify any gaps which exist in the last mile of 
Thailand’s early warning system and to present the findings to key stakeholders. 
 
Since the tsunami, the Thai government, private companies and non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) have constructed tsunami warning structures in order to protect 
villagers and tourists from any future natural disasters, especially tsunamis.  By the end 
of 2006, the National Disaster Warning Center of Thailand plans to coordinate the 
installation of two buoy systems off the coast of Thailand which will be able to detect 
seismic movement on the ocean floor and thus send warning signals to the tsunami 
warning towers lined along the Andaman coast.  The first of these was successfully 
launched on the 1st of December, 2006.  This multi-million dollar project is intended to 
save the lives of thousands of people who live, work, and/or are holidaying along 
Thailand’s coast. 
 
Despite the most current technology and efforts toward the creation of this buoy system, 
it must be determined whether people in the most tsunami vulnerable areas understand 
the tsunami warning alert system and proper evacuation procedures, which will justify 
the installation of these buoys.  These vulnerable areas along the coast are referred to as 
“last mile” areas. People within the “last mile” include fisherman, employees of the hotel 
industry, tourists, and villagers who live along the coast, and it is both the vulnerability 
and the knowledge of these people that the ‘Last Mile Warning Communications 
Inventory’ is hoping to study. 
 
D-TRAC’s current role is to assess the general understanding these people have with 
regards to their local tsunami warning alert system and evacuation procedures.  Along the 
Andaman coast there are six tsunami affected provinces; all of which have several miles 
of vulnerable coastline.  In the upcoming months, two D-TRAC teams, each comprised of 
one native Thai speaker and one native English speaker, will be collecting data and 
interviewing coastal villagers, village headmen, government officers, and others as part 
of the “Last Mile Warning Communications Inventory.” With the data collected by D-
TRAC from the six tsunami affected provinces, USAID and other stakeholders will have 
a greater insight as to where gaps of communication and a dearth of tsunami warning 
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alert and preparedness exist so that the country might have a more effective and 
transparent alert system for everyone within the “last mile.” 
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M E T H O D O L O G Y  
 
This section explains the structure of the remaining document, and how to interpret the 
given information. 
 
In D-TRAC’s attempts to understand the tsunami warning alert system and evacuation 
preparedness of south western Thailand, D-TRAC was responsible for collecting 
information from approximately 200 coastal villages. 
 
Three different survey types were constructed, which differ in the number of questions 
asked and the detail depth of some of the questions.  The survey types ranging from most 
inclusive to the most basic are as follows: Government Office Survey, Village Headman 
Survey, and General Villager Survey.  Each survey type was created to get a better 
understanding of how people that fall into one of the three categories understands their 
local and/ or regional tsunami warning alert system and evacuation preparedness.   
 
The survey entitled Government Office Survey was used to interview mainly the Sub-
District Officers or the Assistant Sub-District Officers if the Senior Officer was 
unavailable.  This survey was also used to interview the Chief Officer of the Phang Nga 
Department of Disaster Preparedness and Mitigation (DDPM).  This survey is broken 
into six parts (A-F); Organization and Preparedness, Tsunami Alert Systems, Tsunami 
Warning Towers, Beach Guard Towers, Announcement Towers, and Evacuation 
Procedures.   
 
The purpose of this survey is to gain information about tsunami preparedness on a higher, 
governmental level.  Questions in this survey probe to inquire the interviewee’s 
interpretation of the chain of events that must occur in the event of an emergency and 
how information is then dispersed all the way down to the general public.  The sections 
target questions relating to the person’s perspective on how all elements of tsunami 
preparedness from educational information as to how natural disasters occur, what a 
potential tsunami alert would sound like, and finally, how and where to evacuate. 
 
The second survey type created is entitled Village Headman Survey.  This type of survey 
was issued to village headman or village leaders such as Sub-District Office (SAO) 
Representatives for a specific village.  The questions on this survey can be found on the 
Government Office Survey; however, there are fewer questions as questions relating to 
tsunami preparedness on a more national level were eliminated. 
 
The final survey type is named General Villager and was administered to random 
villagers in order to best get an idea of the general population’s tsunami preparedness 
knowledge.  These surveys are considerably shorter; yet still include at least one question 
from each of the six categories outlined above.  All villager surveys conducted were 
taken at unscheduled times and required the respondent to invest time to answer all of the 
questions; therefore, it was decided that the surveys should be kept to a time limit of 
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about ten to twenty minutes so as not to interrupt their day-to-day activities in a 
significant way.   
 
The selection of a villager for this survey was both random, but also convenient to the 
survey takers.  When collecting the information for a villager survey, the person 
interviewed was often stopped their home, shop, or while they were sitting in an area of 
close proximity to a warning tower.  This selection process was used so that a better 
perspective could be gained by asking a random person rather than arranging for a 
villager to come to a government office, for example, to be interviewed.  In this case a 
villager could be called who knows more about the system.  In most cases the villager 
surveys provide supporting evidence to the Government Office Surveys and Village 
Headman Surveys rather than provide unique information.   
 
The survey format was created on excel and grouped interviews into sub-districts.  In 
using this format, it was possible to construct a matrix for all surveys from each sub-
district, outlining all answers given.  This organizes the information in a manner that 
enables the responses from that sub-district to be analyzed by region. In each separate 
sub-district document, tabs at the lower portion of the page highlight which survey is 
shown on the screen.  The final tab will always display the matrix.  
 
In viewing the matrix, it will be possible to see all the responses to the survey questions 
within that specific sub-district on one spreadsheet. The majority of the questions give 
respondents only dichotomous answer choices so that answers could be easily formatted 
to the matrix and the various villages, sub-districts and provinces could be easily 
compared.  Also, by having yes or no questions, subtle variations of translation could be 
avoided in the verbal response and transcription of each answer.  In addition, by having 
yes or no questions, the native English speakers who do not understand Thai were able to 
follow along during the interviews and ask supplemental questions pertaining to answers 
given by the person being interviewed.  A limited number of the questions were open-
ended, but not completely unstructured.  The open-ended format allowed the respondents 
to provide supplementary or anecdotal information to flesh-out the dichotomous question 
section; in most cases the answers to the open-ended questions were kept brief.   All 
respondents were asked to provide their name and contact information and all seemed 
willing to do so, this has therefore not impacted upon the variety or size of the sample.  
 
All of the surveys contain a general notes section at the end of the survey that describes 
the interview in more detail – provided either by the respondent or by the researcher to 
explain context, background or additional pertinent information.  These surveys comprise 
the appendix of raw data, which were used to create the formal report.  The formal report 
presents information from the data by sub-district and relies upon the surveys and notes 
following the reports.   
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Glossary 
 
The following list is a collection of all the abbreviations used throughout the surveys and 
report. 
 

• NDWC   National Disaster Warning Center 
• DDPM   Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation 
• DO   District Office 
• Grohe    Grohe Company 
• ICT   Thai Ministry of Information and Communication Technology 
• Moo    Village 
• N/A    Not Applicable 
• N    No 
• SAO    Sub-District Office 
• SAO Rep   Sub-District Office Representative 
• USAID   United States Agency for International Development 
• VH   Village Headman 
• V   Villager 
• Y   Yes 
• N   No 
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P R O V I N C I A L  O V E R V I E W  
 
Phang Nga Province is located in Southern Thailand along the Andaman Sea.  This 
coastal province was directly affected by the December 2004 tsunami as the region relies 
heavily upon its coastal geography to fuel its fishing and tourist industries.  Due to the 
vast coastline in Phang Nga, the tsunami left extreme damage along the coast.  Phang 
Nga was the most affected province in all of Thailand.  A total of 4,225 persons died in 
the tsunami; 1,389 Thai, 2,114 foreign, and 72 unidentified people were lost.  Thus, 
approximately half of all tsunami deaths in Thailand occurred in Phang Nga Province. 
 
Of the eight districts within Phang Nga Province, six districts were directly affected by 
the December 2004 tsunami: Takua Pa, Kuraburi, Takua Thung, Thai Muang, Koh Khor 
Khao, and Koh Yao.  During the month of October, D-TRAC’s two research teams 
conducted a desk-survey of available data to determine where tsunami warning towers 
are located, tsunami statistics for the province, and other significant information in order 
to finalize the list of villages to visit.  During this time, the project staff also conducted 
interviews within Phang Nga for the “Last Mile Warning Communications Inventory.”  
Using this preliminary information, the teams created a survey format and field-tested it 
in thirty-seven different villages within Phang Nga and were able to complete sixty-one 
surveys, some of which include the Chief Officer of the Department of Disaster 
prevention and Mitigation, Sub-District Officers, Village Headmen, and general villagers. 
 
After conducting the interviews, the teams entered the data into matrix spreadsheets and 
wrote out sub-district reports in order to better organize and assess the research results.  
Based on this information, there are several general trends apparent concerning the “Last 
Mile Warning Communications Inventory.”   They are as follows: 
 

• 18 Tsunami Warning Towers in Phang Nga Province connected to the NDWC. 
• The towers were set off accidentally by NDWC on December 14, 2005 which is 

the only time many people within Thailand have heard the alert. 
• Government Offices and Village Headmen knew little about the NDWC and the 

function of tsunami warning towers. 
• The sound from tsunami warning towers travels approximately 1.5 kilometers; 

thus there are many gaps in which areas on the Phang Nga coast do not hear a 
tsunami warning alert. 

• Announcement towers are used in many villages as a way to communicate daily 
announcements, but also exist as a means of communication in the event of an 
emergency.  They are locally controlled. 

• Beach Guard Towers installed by the Royal Thai Navy are mainly useless. 
• Evacuation shelters have been designated from existing buildings which were 

beyond the inundation line of the previous tsunami. 
• Lack of tsunami evacuation drills. 
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• The majority of people interviewed were not content with the current tsunami 
warning alert system and evacuation plans 

. 
There are several types of tsunami warning alert structures throughout the province; the 
most prominent are tsunami warning towers constructed by the Thai Ministry of 
Information and Communication (ICT towers).  There are a total of eighteen ICT towers 
in Phang Nga.  These towers are linked to the National Disaster Warning Center Office 
so that if an emergency warning is generated, it would originate at the NDWC office and 
be transmitted via a satellite signal to the ICT towers throughout Phang Nga.  Since the 
ICT towers were connected to the NDWC, one emergency warning was issued: 
December 14, 2005.  This warning alert was accidental as an employee of the NWDC 
accidentally set off the alarm.1  Because it was accidental, the message was not played in 
its entirety.  Most respondents, when asked various questions regarding the ICT towers, 
based experiences almost entirely on this accidental warning incident.  As the alert was 
not played completely and the warning turned out to be a false alarm (thus automatically 
affecting opinions of the system), the interview data is only as accurate as the person’s 
memory of the one and only time they heard the tsunami warning.  The original D-TRAC 
proposal for this project contains a plan to determine if tsunami warnings are biased 
based on race, age, language, gender, etc.  However, due to the lack of direct experience 
with the warnings issued by the tsunami warning towers, no apparent bias has been 
observed.  Also, the ICT were not always linked to the NDWC; therefore, tsunami 
warnings issued from the ICT towers before the link was established were heard in the 
form of a siren only. 
 
Another common theme is that government officers and village headmen – who should 
logically retain more knowledge about a tsunami alert system and evacuation plans for 
their respective villages -- know very little about the NDWC and therefore from where 
tsunami warnings originate.  In many interviews when government officers and village 
headmen were asked about where the tsunami alert signal originated, they would respond 
with “the center of Thailand.”  For this reason a hierarchical tsunami communication 
chain is blurry.  Local responsibility over a village or sub-district’s tsunami warning alert 
system and evacuation plans are often passed over to a higher office.  Conversely, there 
were several sub-districts and/ or villages in which sub-district officers and village 
headmen were very aware of their region’s tsunami preparedness.  For example, in Laem 
Kaen Sub-District in Takua Pa, the Sub-District Office funded an amateur radio system 
so that all village headmen and some villagers owned his or her own personal amateur 
radio, which are all synchronized to the same station. In an emergency, all of these people 
will be made aware of a potential threat in real time and can then warn others. 
 
As mentioned earlier, there are eighteen ICT tsunami warning towers throughout the 
province, which are often located in areas that were most damaged in the 2004 tsunami.  
The sound from these towers reaches approximately 1.5 kilometers; therefore there are 
many gaps (areas in which people cannot hear the towers).  Within these gaps there 

                                                 
1 According to new releases and interviews with government officers and villagers, 
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sometimes exist other types of tsunami warning structures such as Grohe warning towers 
and announcement towers.  Grohe towers were funded by the German global bathroom 
company Grohe.  These towers are connected to a radio signal in Takua Pa District, 
which will be broadcasted in the event of an emergency; they are not hooked up to the 
NDWC.  No one interviewed had ever heard sound from a Grohe tower. 
 
Announcement towers are also found throughout the province.  They are locally 
controlled by a village headman, a chosen community leader or a Sub-District Office 
Representative.  Announcement towers are almost always used for the purpose of daily 
announcements.  Announcement towers are usually funded by the District Office or Sub-
District Office.  Quite often announcement towers have never been used to publicize an 
emergency such as a natural disaster warning.  There were however, several villages that 
have used announcement towers to warn villagers about pending danger.  On the night of 
March 28, 2006, there was an earthquake near the Nicobar Islands off the coast of 
Thailand.  The earthquake was late at night, yet some villages received word of the 
earthquake and made announcements over the announcement towers so that villagers 
could find higher ground in the event of a tsunami.  Announcement towers carry a sound 
that travels less than one kilometer; therefore they cannot be heard by everyone in a 
village. 
 
One final tsunami warning structure seen throughout the entire province are beach guard 
towers.  Beach guard towers were built by the Royal Thai Navy after to the tsunami so 
that a lookout person would be able to spot an incoming tsunami and warn people along 
the coast.  In reality, these structures are highly ineffective as they are not maintained, 
completely unmanned and have no speaker system attached to them.  In all interviews 
beach guard towers are labeled as useless or insignificant. 
 
Another common trend apparent via the data from the surveys is that evacuation shelters 
have been designated from existing buildings which were beyond the inundation line of 
the previous tsunami.  Essentially, villages have drawn safety zones based upon the 
inundation line from the 2004 tsunami.  This is problematic because these safety lines 
assume that a potential tsunami will be of equal or less force then the last tsunami.  Also, 
the only tsunami evacuation shelter that was built in the entire province is in Bang Niang, 
Moo 6, Takua Pa.  This tsunami evacuation shelter is approximately 2 kilometers from 
the beach and not visible to tourists in the area who would not know where to go in the 
event of a tsunami.  It is also at a distance which is unreasonable for people, especially 
those whom are older or disabled, to run to given the short amount of time people have to 
evacuate during an emergency. 
 
One other significant issue concerns tsunami evacuation drills.  The majority of villages 
have not hosted an evacuation drill.  In some cases  a village will send villagers to a drill 
in a neighboring village or sub-district..  Villages Bang Niang (Takua Pa), Tap Tawan 
(Takua Pa), Tab Lamu (Thai Muang), and Koh Yao Yai (Koh Yao) held evacuation drills 
in the past year.  Other villages sent village members to these drills so that they could get 
first hand exposure to procedures taken.  One villager from Tab Lamu said that villagers 
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who attended the drill were given free lunch and all schools and government jobs were 
closed for the day as an incentive to go to the drill, also adding that unfortunately people 
need an outside motivation to go to these drills. 
 
Lastly, the majority of people interviewed were not content with the current tsunami 
warning alert system and evacuation plans.  Some of the most common recommendations 
made to improve the system include: building more tsunami warning towers, testing the 
towers twice a year, holding tsunami evacuation drills ever year, building more 
announcement towers, creating more evacuation routes, allocating generators for the 
evacuation route signs, making more education materials for villagers about a tsunami 
warning system, and building additional tsunami evacuation shelters. 
 
Overall, the data shows that people ranging from the DDPM to general villagers are 
unable to answer questions about the tsunami warning alert system and evacuation 
procedures adequately, since information about this subject is sparse.  If there were a 
tsunami tomorrow, people would rely upon word of mouth as the main medium of 
communication in advising others about potential danger. 
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Location of NDWC Tsunami Warning Towers in Phang Nga 
 
 
*NDWC – National Disaster Warning Center 

 

No. District Sub district 
Village 

no. Village Name/ Place 

1 Takua Pa Bang Muang 8 Bang Sak School(old) บานบางสักเหนือ 

2     7 Tab Dawan บานทับตะวัน 

3     2 Ban Nam Khem School บานน้ําเค็ม 

4     2 Nam Khem Health Center บานน้ําเค็ม 

5   
Koh Kho 
Khao 2 Ban Nok Nah Scool บานนอกนา 

6     4 Ban Thung Duk บานทุงตึก 

7     1 Ban Muang Mai บานเมืองใหม 

8   Khuk Khak 3 Ban Khuk Khak บานคึกคัก 

9     1 Ban Pak Weep บานปากวีป 

10     2 Ban Bang Kayah บานบางขยะ 

11     7 Ban Bang La Own บานบางหลาโอน 

12     5 Ban Thung Wah บานทุงหวา 

13 Kuraburi Kura 5 Ban Thung Nah Dam บานทุงนาดํา 

14   Koh Prathong 1 Old District Office บานทุงดาบ 

15     1 Ban Thung Dap School บานทุงดาบ 

16 Thai Muang Leam Kean 2 Ban Khao Lak บานเขาหลัก 

17     5 Ban Tab Lamu บานทับละมุ 

18   Na Duey 7 Ban Nai Rai บานในไร 
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K H U K  K H A K  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 4 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
o Pak Weep, Ban Kayah, Khuk Khak, La Own 

• 2 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
o Ban Kayah, La Own 

• 4 - Number of villages with Announcement Towers 
o Ban Kayah, Khuk Khak, Bang Niang, La Own 

• 1  - Number of American Signal Corporation, Friend in Need, TV Channel 3, and 
Petchaburi Red Cross Tsunami Warning Towers (multiple donors) 

o Thung Wah (but located within Bang Niang, Moo 6) 
• 5 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Khuk Khak Sub-District was one of the hardest hit sub-districts in Thailand as a result of 
the December 2004 tsunami.  According to the Phang Nga DDPM, every village in Khuk 
Khak Sub-District was directly affected by the tsunami.  In regions of the sub-district, the 
inundation line from the tsunami wave reached approximately 2 miles inland destroying 
homes, hotels, businesses, boats, and fishing equipment, thus severely impacting the lives 
of villagers, tourists, fisherman, and laborers in the area.  After major reconstruction 
efforts have occurred in this region, numerous warning towers and other alert systems 
have been constructed as a means to protect people from any future coastal natural 
disasters.  Upon interviewing SAO members, village headmen, villagers and other 
integral people within villages, the research teams noticed several major trends. 
 
Overall, despite being one of the hardest hit areas in the tsunami, villagers in Khuk Khak 
Sub-District do not have an organized evacuation system in place, nor do they understand 
the use of the warning tower structures.  All of the village headmen surveyed knew that a 
tsunami warning tower built by the ICT existed in his respective village; however, they 
did not understand why and how they were activated.  They also did not know anything 
about the actual warning message as many had only heard the message once, when the 
towers accidentally were set off.  During this accidental incident, the warnings were cut 
off before they had finished.  As a result, village headmen knew that other languages 
were used other than Thai, but they did not know which ones were spoken in the alert.  
Some men interviewed responded that they heard French, which is not a language used in 
the NDWC alert announced through the ICT tsunami warning towers.  Also, when asked 
which languages should be added to the tsunami alert, most responded with ‘Thai and 
English’, suggesting that they know little of the current system. 
 
One other point about the tsunami warning towers that should be mentioned is that 
although Thung Wah has a tower, it is located in Bang Niang, Moo 6.  Also, this tower 
was constructed by the Red Cross, not the ICT.  This tower is, however, connected to the 
NDWC.  This information is significant because there is confusion as to which village 
headman should take responsibility of the tower and who should know any pertinent 
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information about the tower.  The Village Headman of Thung Wah was completely 
ignorant as to the logistics of the tower and the Village Headman of bang Niang was only 
somewhat knowledgeable about the tower, knowing that it belongs to Thung Wah, Moo 
5.  The fact that it is a Red Cross tower and not an ICT tower, however, seems to have no 
importance. 
 
Another unique point concerning the tsunami warning towers in Khuk Khak is that three 
villages experienced vandalism on their warning towers.  According to the village 
headman of Khuk Khak, thieves stole wires from the towers worth approximately 13,000 
Baht; it is likely that these lines were cut for personal resale by the vandal.  
 
As mentioned above, four of the villages use announcement towers.  The announcement 
towers are mostly used for daily announcements by the village headman or a chosen 
member of the community.  In the villages that have announcement towers, the tsunami 
alert system appears to be more organized as there is local control over what alert is 
issued.  Concurrently, however, village headmen reveal hesitation in using the 
announcement towers for emergency purposes, as they do not wish to frighten villagers in 
the event that a tsunami alert proves to be false.  Also the announcements emitted from 
these structures do not cover a large distance and therefore, large parts of any village with 
announcement towers would not hear an emergency alert. 
 
Lastly, in terms of tsunami warning structures, there are two beach guard towers in the 
sub-district, which are currently non-functioning.  They are not maintained by anyone at 
this point in time. 
 
There was one official tsunami evacuation practice held in Bang Niang Village to which 
other villagers came from Khuk Khak Sub-District to participate in the practice.  The 
warning tower belonging to Thung Wah, but located in Bang Niang sounded; however 
the Village Headman was not concentrating on the languages used.  Also, according to an 
American employee at D-TRAC who attended the drill, the event was disorganized as the 
people in charge of the drill were given very little instructions as to how to direct non-
Thai speakers.  This is important given that thousands of tourists in the Bang Niang/ La 
Own area died in the 2004 tsunami. 
 
In Ban Bang Niang in Khuk Khak Sub-District, one tsunami evacuation shelter is being 
built.  It is the only evacuation shelter that was built in Phang Nga Province following the 
tsunami.  The shelter has a capacity of approximately 200 people and falls within the 
inundation line of the 2004 tsunami; however, according to the Bang Niang Village 
Headman, the shelter is meant more for tourists as villagers in the area know to run to the 
Chong Fa area behind the shelter, which is at a higher elevation and was not affected by 
the 2004 tsunami.  All of the other villages within Khuk Khak either use existing 
structures or have designated areas at a higher elevation as their respective evacuation 
shelters/ sites.  They used the inundation lines from the 2004 tsunami to determine where 
these shelters/ sites would be located. 
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Based on the research results from Khuk Khak, many of the same suggestions were made 
in terms of improving the “last mile” tsunami warning system.  They include the 
following: have more tsunami warning tower testing, hold more tsunami evacuation 
practices, protect tsunami warning towers from vandalism, create more roads for 
evacuation practices, build more tsunami warning towers, and put solar panels on 
evacuation signs so they are visible at night.  Interestingly, although people surveyed 
were forthcoming and hopeful with suggestions, some also said they were content with 
the current tsunami evacuation plans.   
 
Essentially, Thai communities still maintain the collectivist practice of word of mouth in 
the event of any problem or natural disaster.  Although Village Headmen would like 
more warning towers and practice drills, they are unfamiliar with these organized 
structures and practices and therefore do not insist that their district office or superior 
office implement changes. 
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B A N G  M U A N G  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 3 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
o Nam Khem, Tap Tawan/ Bang Sak Dai, Bang Sak Nua 

• 3 – Number of Beach Guard Towers  
o Nam Khem, Tap Tawan/ Bang Sak Dai, Bang Sak Nua 

• 3 - Number of villages with Announcement Towers 
o Nam Khem, Tap Tawan/ Bang Sak Dai, Bang Sak Nua 

• 1  - Number of Grohe and Rotary Tsunami Warning Towers 
o Nam Khem 

• 1 – Number of American Signal Corporation Warning Tower 
• 4 – Number of warning towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Bang Muang Sub-District was also one of the hardest hit sub-districts in Thailand as a 
result of the December 2004 tsunami.  As stated by the Andaman Forum, there were 
approximately 2,000 deaths in the sub-district out of a population of about 4,400 people.  
Many of these people include Moken and Burmese villagers who worked as laborers and/ 
or fisherman in the area (many other Burmese and other non-Thai dealths are unknown as 
they are largely undocumented.)   
 
All eight villages within Bang Muang were directly affected; however, Ban Nam Khem, 
Ban Tap Tawan/ Ban Bang Sak Dai, and Ban Bang Sak Nua, which comprise the “Bang 
Sak” Coast where most affected and attract the greatest amount of tourists.  Like Khuk 
Khak Sub-District, there has been a large amount of reconstruction in the region.  
According to D-TRAC surveys, there have been 29 active NGOs working in Bang 
Muang to help with tsunami recovery projects.  In terms of preparation for a potential 
natural disaster, tsunami warning towers, announcement towers, and beach guard towers 
have been constructed in the area to help protect people from natural disasters, such as a 
tsunami. 

 
As stated above, there are four tsunami warning towers in Bang Muang Sub-District 
which are linked to the NDWC tsunami warning alert system.  In talking to the SAO, 
Village Headmen, villagers, and others in this sub-district, it was apparent that despite the 
importance of a tsunami alert system in this vulnerable area, people were grossly under-
educated about this subject, especially the SAO.  The D-TRAC team spoke with the SAO 
officer who serves as an assistant to the senior officer; however, besides knowing where 
the towers are located, the officer was unable to answer basic questions such as who built 
each tower, what languages are used in a natural disaster alter, the organizational 
hierarchy in the event of a disaster, and what is the role of the NDWC in regards to the 
warning towers. 
 
It should be noted that the tower at Nam Khem School, which was installed by the Rotary 
NGO, is different in appearance from the ICT towers.  This warning tower is linked to the 
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NDWC.  Most notably, there was an electrical unit that powers this tower.  The electrical 
line is plugged into the wall.  There is a sign next to this outlet at the school warning 
people not to touch the line.  There is no back-up system, yet, there are other tsunami 
warning towers in the village.  This warning tower was also built on an existing water 
tower.   
 
In assessing the survey responses from people in Bang Muang, the researchers found 
many similarities among the responses.  Although people either have not heard the 
tsunami warning or only heard it for moments, they seem to think that sound from the 
alert travels between 1.5 and 3 km.  Also, the people surveyed do not know who looks 
after the towers, how they function, and the organizational hierarchy that is to occur in 
the event of a disaster.  Once again, it is clear that people rely more so on mobile phones 
and announcement cars or word of mouth in the event that another disaster should occur.  
 
In terms of other tsunami warning structures in the sub-district, beach guard towers are 
considered useless, while announcement towers are more trusted because they are used 
daily to announce news to the villagers.  Still, the sound from announcement towers does 
not cover a large distance and they have no direct link to the tsunami warning towers.  It 
is up to village headmen or a trusted member of the village to use the announcement 
towers. 
 
The evacuation procedures of this sub-district are incredibly disorganized given the 
severity of the subject matter.  Every Thai person interviewed (the team interviewed one 
American teacher) stated that there are evacuation plans in order although they personally 
were not positive as to what the logistics of these procedures were.  In terms of 
evacuation tests, Nam Khem held one test before the tsunami warning towers were 
installed and the village was scheduled to hold an evacuation test on December 14, 2005 
but the NDWC accidentally set off the warning towers the day before this scheduled drill.  
As a result, the official practice test was never held.  Ban Tap Tawan also held an 
evacuation drill.  Still, the village headman and SAO Representative interviewed could 
not accurately describe the warning tower alert.  The biggest complaint from the village 
headman of Tap Tawan concerning the drill was that the road became congested and 
vehicle and pedestrian accidents thus occurred.  Bang Sak has not held an evacuation test.  
Some villagers from all of these villages have, however, attended the evacuation drill 
held in Bang Niang. 
 
In terms of evacuation shelters, each village uses existing building structures or higher 
ground as their evacuation sites.  Villagers use the previous tsunami inundation line to 
determine what parts of the village are considered “safe zones.” 
 
At the Nam Khem School, Dave Johnson, one of the people interviewed in Bang Muang, 
teaches English.  In terms of the current tsunami alert system and evacuation procedures, 
Mr. Johnson said that people do not rely on the warning towers, and do not have 
knowledge about how they are intended to work.  More so, villagers rely on word of 
mouth and cell phones for emergency information.  Mr. Johnson was not in Nam Khem 
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the day the towers accidentally went off.  David’s wife was present and has said that 
people were disorganized as they attempted to locate their family members and run for 
higher ground.  The school at Nam Khem is a designated evacuation site and yet, when 
school is not in session or it is after hours, the school is locked, which poses a major 
problem for villagers who have limited time to reach the higher levels in the school 
(evacuation shelter).  David also made a point of saying that the Burmese and Moken 
communities are the villagers which are most in risk as they live closest to the sea. 
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K O H  K H O R  K H A O  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 
• 3 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  

o Muang Mai, Nok Nah, Thung Duk 
• 3 – Number of Beach Guard Towers  
• 0 - Number of villages with Announcement Towers 
• 1 – Number of Grohe Warning Towers 
• 3 – Number of warning towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Koh Khor Khao is an island sub-district within Takua Pa District, which was affected by 
the December 2004 tsunami.  According to the Andaman Forum, “nowhere else on the 
Andaman seaboard was hit harder than Koh Khor Khao.  In Village 2, Ban Nok Nah, 
sixty-seven homes, twelve boats, and the fishing gear of fifteen fishermen were 
destroyed.  Almost half of the western side of the island was washed away.”  According 
to the Sub-District Office of the island, seventy-five people perished in the giant wave.   
 
Koh Khor Khao has survived the tsunami and continues to support fisherman and shrimp 
farm workers who depend on the island for their livelihoods.  Due to the heavy damage 
on Koh Khor Khao from the tsunami, the Thai government installed three tsunami 
warning towers on the island, which are all linked to the NDWC.  
 
The SAO of the island was interviewed to find out more about the tsunami alert and 
evacuation system of the entire island.  Having been in office for only one month the 
SAO officer was not extremely knowledgeable on the subject.  The SAO and co-workers 
all stated that they have only heard the tsunami warning alert once on December 14, 2005 
when it went off accidentally, and the announcement was not played fully as it was shut 
off part way through. Apparently the tower sounded the alert in all the languages except 
for German and the SAO workers also requested that Spanish be added to the languages, 
since some of their tourists who frequent the island’s hotels hail from Spanish speaking 
countries. 
 
In recalling the time when the alert accidentally went off, the SAO workers said that there 
was no real organization as to how the villagers responded; people simply ran to land that 
was untouched by the 2004 tsunami or retreated to Village 1 where there is elevated land.  
There were no reported accidents during this alert.  
 
In Koh Khor Khao Island there are no announcement towers, however, there are beach 
guard towers.  For the most part, these structures are useless, as they are neither manned 
or maintained.  The officers mentioned that they are creating a ten-member team and 
training these men how to use the towers.  The system is therefore not in place yet. 
 
The warning tower and evacuation procedure responses given by the SAO were different 
compared to the answers of the village headmen.  In analyzing the surveys from all the 
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village headmen and the SAO it is apparent that there is miscommunication between the 
community leaders; many of the village headmen do not know anything about the 
NDWC, what the tsunami alert says, and many of the village leaders said that their 
villages have no tsunami evacuation plans in place.   
 
In driving around the island there is one major road that runs north to south through the 
center of the island.  This road has evacuation signs and leads to an evacuation site in 
Village 1 where there is elevated land.  This area, according to the village headman, can 
only support approximately one-hundred people.   The village headmen say that most 
villagers would run to land areas that were not touched by the previous tsunami.  Clearly, 
this is not an acceptable plan as a future tsunami could be more powerful than the 2004 
tsunami. 
 
The suggestions made by all persons interviewed from Koh Khor Khao were similar in 
nature.  People called for tsunami warning tests to become familiar with the signal, 
evacuation tests several times a year, more education about natural disasters, and the 
construction of a tsunami evacuation shelter. It should be noted that there are hotels on 
the island, therefore tourists vacationing on the island who do not have local knowledge 
about the island would not automatically know to run to Village 1 where there is higher 
ground in the event of a tsunami. 
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T H A I  M U A N G  
D I S T R I C T  
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T H A I  M U A N G  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• 30 – Number of Announcement Towers in Sub-District 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Thai Muang Sub-District is located north of Phuket along the Andaman Coast.  Although 
Thai Muang Sub-District has a coastline, there was not much direct tsunami damage in 
the sub-district as in Khuk Khak.  According to the DDPM of Phang Nga, of the total 309 
tsunami related deaths in the District, there were 0 deaths in Thai Muang Sub-District.  In 
Thai Muang, houses and businesses are not located precisely along the sea, and were 
therefore spared by the giant wave in December 2004.  Also, unlike other sub-districts 
located due north and south of Thai Muang, this sub-district does not have a tourist 
industry such as diving centers, hotels and other water activities. 

 
The SAO of Thai Muang said in his interview that they need a warning tower or a 
reliable way to communicate with NDWC as they do not believe that the DDPM will be 
able to alert villagers properly in the event of a disaster. As a result, the announcement 
towers are the sub-districts main mode of communication when sending a message to all 
the villagers.  The announcement towers are used daily, but the sound covers a distance 
of less than 1 km from these structures.  The SAO would also like evacuation practice 
tests to take place regularly and an amateur radio system to enable two-way 
communication between the SAO and the village headman. Overall, the SAO vocalized 
his dissatisfaction with the tsunami alert and evacuation system because people do not 
feel safe. 
 
This SAO representative for Village 9, Ban Tap Yang, was not content with the tsunami 
warning system either as there are no towers in his village. There are two evacuation 
shelters in Ban Tab Yang; one shelter is at Muang Pracharam Temple and the second is at 
the Thai Muang District Office.  The Sao representative suggested that a tsunami warning 
tower be erected in Village 9and also called for more evacuation routes and asked that 
evacuation practices take place twice a year.   Although it seems as though the SAO 
would have the authority to organize evacuation drills, when asked about this, these 
government officials will often pass the responsibility to the District Office or claim that 
there is no budget to hold the drills. 
 
The SAO representative called for the central government to take more responsibility for 
the tsunami warning towers and educate the villagers. 
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T H U N G  M A P R O W  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 
• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District 

o At the moment, there are 0 functioning towers as they are all under 
construction. 

• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 
 
Thung Maprow Sub-District was not heavily affected by the December 2004 tsunami as 
one person from the sub-district died in the tsunami.  There are no tsunami warning 
towers or beach guard towers in this sub-district; therefore, the team could not collect any 
information about towers.  The sub-district is currently constructing announcement 
towers but none are operational as of the publication of this report.  There are no warning 
tower structure mediums of alert currently in use in Thung Maprow Sub-District.    
 
There are several evacuation shelters in the sub-district.  One is at the Faitah School in 
Village 3.  Another shelter is at the Prachumsuksa Temple in Village 1, and the last is at 
the Pavillion in Village 2.   According to the SAO, villagers have been informed about 
the use of these structures as evacuation sites  as they have been established evacuation 
sites for years before the tsunami in the event of a flood or any disaster.                    
  
The Assistant Sub-District Officer and the village headman of Village 2 made several 
suggestions about the current tsunami warning alert system.  First the SAO officer said 
that an evacuation shelter should be built in Village 2, as well as a tsunami warning 
tower.  Other suggestions included yearly evacuation practices.  The village headman of 
Village 2 requested sirens for Koh Nok and Huay Mai Painai (both are communities in 
Village 2). 
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N A H  D U E Y  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 
• 1 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  

o Ban Baw Dan/ Nai Rai 
• 1 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District 

o There 4 announcement towers in Ban Baw Dan/ Nai Rai, Moo 7. 
• 1 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Nah Duey Sub-District has one village with a tsunami warning tower; Ban Baw Dan/ Nai 
Rai, Village 7.  There was one tsunami death in this village, which was the only death in 
the entire sub-district.  Ban Baw Dan/ Nai Rai is a Muslim village located within 1 
kilometer of the ocean and it sustained heavy occupational damage as a result of the 2004 
tsunami since the primary occupation of the inhabitants is fishing. 
 
At the SAO level, the SAO Assistant was unable to answer basic structural questions 
about the warning tower.  The SAO officer, as well as the village headman interviewed, 
based many of the questions on the one time they heard the tsunami warning tower alter 
which was on December 14, 2005. At this time it only had a siren and not a spoken alert.  
The village headman said that when the alarm went off there were no verbal instructions, 
only a siren.  The alert was quickly cancelled so villagers did not panic. 
 
There is one beach guard tower in Village 7, but it has proved to be useless since it is 
neither manned nor maintained.  There are also announcement towers in the sub-district, 
or in the case of Village 7, there is a mosque which is able to relate messages to villagers.  
The announcement towers and mosque do not have a large scope and can only be heard 
within 1 kilometer away.   
 
In terms of evacuation procedures, the sub-district has little in place.  In Ban Baw Dan/ 
Nai Rai, they use Ban Baw Dan School (capacity 1000) and the temporary housing built 
by World Vision as evacuation shelters.  There have not been any evacuation tests in Nah 
Duey Sub-District; however, some villagers attended the drill in Tab Lamu, in Thai 
Muang District. 
 
Both the SAO and the village headman had several suggestions as to how to improve the 
current tsunami alert and evacuation system.  The SAO would like more training and 
more practice drills of evacuation routes and warning towers, they don't trust the current 
system but still feel that it is better than nothing. They have bought an announcement car 
with their own money to alert villagers and tourists in the case of an emergency because 
they feel that using the proper channels and getting announcement tower messages signed 
off takes too much time and costs lives. 
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The village headman of Village 7 was unsure as to whether the village has a good alert 
system and made several recommendations for the current tsunami warning towers and 
evacuation system.  Suggestions included testing the tsunami warning tower two to three 
times a year, practicing evacuation drills twice yearly and giving amateur radios to 
villagers so that a two-way communication system will be available to warn people.  The 
headman also stated that the villagers should be given more literature and education 
about what to do in the case of an emergency.  Finally, a suggestion was made that solar 
energy be used to create electricity to light evacuation routes during the night, so that if a 
disaster happened, people would know where to evacuate. 
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L A E M  K A E N  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 
• 2 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  

o Khao Lak, Tab Lamu 
• 2 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 

o Khao Lak, Tab Lamu 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District 
• 2 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Laem Kaen Sub-District is the first sub-district in Thai Muang District south of Takua Pa 
District, which was the most heavily affected tsunami district.  According to the Laem 
Kaen Sub-District Office, this region suffered primary tsunami damage as a total of sixty-
two villagers died in the 2004 tsunami, and many homes, business, and fishery equipment 
was destroyed. 
 
In general, Laem Kaen Sub-District has a well run and organized tsunami warning system 
and evacuation plan. There are two tsunami warning towers in the sub-district located in 
Villages 2 and 5.  Both towers were installed by the Thai Governments Ministry of 
Information and Communication. In Village 3, mangroves have been planted; therefore, 
the noise from the existing towers is not strong enough to warn those in this village and 
the SAO requested another tower. 
                                                                                                     
The sub-district has held two evacuation practices, which sounded the tsunami alert.  
They were both run by the sub-district and helped by World Vision and GTZ, an aid 
program of the German Government.  Villagers were given the day off of work and 
school; they were given a free lunch and t-shirt if they attended the drill.  During the drill 
people evacuated to the Princess' School in Village 5.  After evacuating to the school, 
people were then transferred to the Laem Kaen Temple about 2 km away.  Overall, the 
drills were deemed a success.       
                                                                                   
This sub-district has taken steps to create their own tsunami warning system through the 
use of amateur radios (walkie talkies).  They want to issue amateur radios to villagers all 
throughout the sub-district, which people would have to maintain on a certain frequency 
at all times so that they could find out about a tsunami warning quickly.  The office hopes 
to carry out with this plan in a year.  There was no discussion as to supplying batteries or 
power support for the radios; however, due to the inexpensive cost of the radios, most 
likely, people will be expected to maintain their amateur radios. 
 
In terms of recommendations, the Sub-District Officer asked for money to carry out their 
amateur radio warning system plan, saying that a warning tower should be built in both 
Village 3 and 4 due to the mangroves.  A suggestion was also made that tsunami warning 
drills should take place once a year. 
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T A K U A  T H U N G  
D I S T R I C T  
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K H O K  K L O I  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Takua Thung District is located on the Andaman Sea coastline due north of Phuket.  As a 
result of the 2004 tsunami, Khok Kloi Sub-District sustained heavy damages upon its 
fishing industry.  Also according to the sub-district office, a total of eight people died in 
the giant wave.   
 
Essentially, this sub-district did not endure heavy damage as a result of the tsunami in 
comparison to sub-districts neighboring Khok Kloi.  There are no tsunami warning 
towers.  There are announcement towers in Khok Kloi and the SAO member responsible 
for the maintenance of these towers was interviewed.  Although the SAO member will 
ensure that the structures are in place and functioning, the village headmen of each 
village are responsible for conducting emergency notices and other announcements.  The 
SAO member suggested that tsunami warning towers be constructed so that their sound is 
louder and especially suggested that towers be built in Villages 5 and 14 due to their 
proximity to the ocean.  Other recommendations included official evacuation routes and 
signs, more announcement speakers and for all systems to be tested regularly. Finally 
requests were made for more accident and rescue trucks to be available for the village to 
use in the event of an emergency. 
 
The village headman of Village 14 commented on the announcement tower in his village; 
the announcement tower is used daily for public notices and has never been used to 
announce an emergency, the village headman is in direct contact with the NDWC.  This 
means that in the event of a natural disaster, the NDWC would contact the village 
headman, who would then make the announcement via the announcement tower.  The 
fact that the village headman knew about the NDWC and its function was a positive 
signal; however, based on the information of the NDWC, they do not contact village 
headmen in the event of an emergency.  Most likely, the NDWC will contact the 
Provincial Office or possibly the District Office who will then send the message down the 
ladder of government and village leaders. 
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G A H  L A I  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 
• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Gah Lai Sub-District was not directly affected by the December 2004 tsunami and no one 
from or in the sub-district died in the event.  Still, the villages within the sub-district have 
dealt with occupational losses, particularly those in the fishing industry.  As reported in 
the statistics above, there are no warning towers or beach guard towers in the sub-district. 
 
The SAO stated that the whole district would benefit from t installation of warning 
towers.  Although the area wasn't directly affected from the previous tsunami it is still felt 
that they are potentially vulnerable due to their coastal location.  
 
The Sub-district Office did not report the presence of a tsunami warning tower within the 
sub-district.  There is a warning tower but this is used solely for the purpose of warning 
villagers in the event of high rainfall and/or floods, comprising a 3 feet high pump at the 
SAO which measures water level and speakers which will alert villagers if water levels 
are too high.   This does not qualify as a warning tower under the specifications of the 
‘Last Mile Warning Communications Inventory’ study. 
 
Announcement towers were installed before the tsunami and were used to make general 
announcements; however, more have been added since the tsunami and will be used to 
alert people in the event of one.  To date, the announcement towers have never been used 
to alert people of a potential emergency. 
 
In general, the village is 2-3 kilometers from the sea and is protected by mangroves; 
therefore, it is not as in danger of tsunami destruction as other villages in the Province.  If 
anything, the village headman recommended an announcement tower for the village.  
Also, there are no concrete tsunami evacuation plans. 
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K L O N G  K I E N  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Klong Kien is a sub-district within Takua Thung which suffered indirectly in the 2004 
tsunami.  Although no one in the sub-district died, some villages suffered occupational 
losses, especially in the fishing industry. 
 
As described above, there are no tsunami warning towers in this sub-district, or beach 
guard towers.  Each village has an announcement tower, which is run by an appointed 
person in each village.   
 
On March 28, 2005, the announcement towers were used to issue a warning about a 
potential tsunami due to an earthquake off the west coast of Thailand.  The District Office 
passed this information to the people in charge of the announcement towers.      
 
According to the Sub-District Office there is no evacuation shelter because the area has 
many parts that are higher ground; therefore, people simply evacuate to the elevated 
regions.   
 
Also, in terms of evacuation practice, a rescue team from Klong Kien was sent to the 
evacuation practice in Bang Niang to prepare for potential evacuations in the future.      
 
The Sub-District Officer offered two suggestions; that a tsunami warning tower should be 
installed in the sub-district and that evacuation tests should occur once a year. 
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K O H  B A N  Y I  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Koh Ban Yi Sub-District is a sub-district comprised of small island communities off the 
coast of Phang Nga mainland.  The island surveyed in the sub-district, Village 2, serves 
as a tourist stop for many boats carrying foreigners to ‘James Bond Island’.  This small 
community depends upon tourism and fishing as its main industries.  As the island is 
sheltered in the bay area between Phuket and mainland Thailand and is surrounded by 
mangrove forests, there were no tsunami fatalities. 
 
There are no tsunami warning towers or beach guard towers in this sub-district.  
The SAO reported that each village within the sub-district has an announcement tower, or 
uses their local mosque to announce information.  The SAO also said that the 
announcement towers, which are used mainly for daily announcements, were used for 
emergency purposes on March 28, 2005 when there was an earthquake and a tsunami 
scare. The village headman of Koh Ban Yi is the only person who knows how to use the 
speaker in the mosque to make daily announcements and thus the villagers would not 
receive a warning at all if the headman could not reach the speaker system.  In Village 4, 
the SAO Representative said that villagers did not hear the message because the 
announcement towers in that village are solar powered; therefore, when the alert was 
sounded during the night, there was no power in the announcement towers to issue the 
alert. 
 
There are 9 evacuation shelters in the sub-district.  The SAO suggested building another 
in Koh Ban Yi Moo 2, which could also serve as a viewpoint because there is a mountain 
directly behind where the villagers live and would be the only land option for building a 
shelter.          
                                                                                                  
The SAO and village headmen surveyed offered several suggestions, calling for the 
installation of a tsunami warning tower, more announcement towers and more evacuation 
tests. 
 
Despite the announcement towers in place to warn villagers of danger, most villagers in 
this sub-district are unaware the proper procedures to follow in the event of a natural 
disaster.  A villager from Koh Ban Yi (Village 2) said that on the night of the tsunami 
scare (March 28th), the lack of understanding led to much chaos and confusion amongst 
the scared villagers.  
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B A N G  D U E Y  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• 9 – Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
This sub-district has no tsunami warning towers or beach guard towers though it does 
have nine announcement towers (provided by the SAO), which are controlled and 
maintained by village committees. The district has no evacuation routes or official 
shelters but the DDPM has surveyed the area and made plans to construct them in the 
future.  
 
Ban Bang Pad, Village 8, is unique in the sub-district in that there are no evacuation 
routes or shelters present; however, the village has organized itself, allocating fifteen 
people to be responsible for evacuating the village in the event of a tsunami. The village 
headman will also attend an evacuation demonstration in Khuk Khak. 
 
In terms of evacuation shelters, the SAO has allocated several buildings as evacuation 
shelters in the event of a tsunami, including schools, mosques, and temples. Collectively 
these structures will house the entire village as their capacity is for over 4,000 people. 
There is no meeting point or evacuation shelter in Village 8 because it was directly hit by 
the tsunami and therefore deemed unsafe.  
 
The SAO said that more announcement towers are needed because the sound from the 
existing structures can only be heard up to 500 meters away. 
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K O H  Y A O  
D I S T R I C T  
Last Mile Warning Communications Inventory 
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P R U N A I  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 0 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• 7 – Announcement Towers in Sub-District. 
• 0 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Prunai Sub-District makes up the lower half of one of the two islands that compose the 
Koh Yao District.  This island district is located in the bay area between Phuket Island 
and mainland Thailand.  The fishing island is mainly Muslim, and according to the SAO 
is beginning to attract more tourists from Phuket.  The northern island, Koh Yao Noi, has 
a tourist industry and many hotels while the lower island made up of Prunai and Koh Yao 
Yai Sub-Districts, has only one main bungalow hotel. 
 
There are no tsunami warning towers or beach guard towers in Prunai Sub-District. Due 
to the geographic location of the island, it was protected by Phuket Island during the 2004 
tsunami and did not receive heavy damage.  Despite this, the fact that it is an island 
causes the SAO office to be concerned about disaster-preparedness.  According to the 
SAO, the Rotary Club has intentions to build 3 tsunami warning towers on the island. 
 
There are a total of seven announcement towers in the sub-district, which are maintained 
by a designated villager in each village and are used daily for village announcements.  
Overall, the evacuation preparedness of this sub-district is better than most because they 
have solid plans in place, which are shared with and understood by the villagers. In large 
this is due to the motivation of the Prunai SAO and through the help of the Rotary 
Foundation. Two evacuation tests supported by the Rotary were held in March and June 
2006.  Villagers were assigned individual tasks to perform during the evacuation and 
from all accounts it seems that the tests were a success.  Overall, the tests consisted of 
village headmen using the announcement towers to inform villager to evacuate to the 
shelters. 
 
Village 5 is different from other villages in the sub-district since it is comprised of two 
separate communities.  Half of Village 5 is able to hear the announcement tower in the 
village, while the remaining half cannot.  The half of Village 5 which cannot hear the 
existing announcement tower does not have electricity and they would first need access 
to electricity before they get an announcement tower.  This half of Village 5 uses an 
announcement car to carry out important messages. 
 
In every in the sub-district there are existing structures that are used as evacuation 
shelters and hold around 300-400 people.   
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The SAO, village headmen, and villager interviewed offered several similar suggestions 
for the improvement of the tsunami warning evacuation system, stating that tsunami 
warning towers should be built in Villages 3, 5, and 7 and that evacuation tests should 
occur twice a year.  More tsunami evacuation signs, evacuation routes, electricity lines in 
Village 5, and official evacuation shelters were also requested.  The SAO also mentioned 
that the island is starting to attract more and more tourists; citing this as a reason for the 
need for greater attention to be paid to the island & its disaster preparedness. 
 
While this island is in need of tsunami warning structures, the SAO and village leaders 
have concrete evacuation plans in place in the event of a tsunami warning. 
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K U R A B U R I  
D I S T R I C T  
Last Mile Warning Communications Inventory 
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K H U R A  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 1 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
o Thung Nang Dam 

• 0 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• 11 – Number of Announcement Towers in Sub-District 
• 1 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Khura Sub-District is located in the northern region of Khuraburi District.  The coastal 
region of twelve villages was affected by the December 2004 tsunami, especially Village 
5, Ban Thung Nang Dam, which is an island village a few kilometers from mainland 
Khura. 
 
The island is surrounded by mangrove forests, which despite their protective nature, were 
unable to halt the destruction caused by the tsunami wave.  While most of the villagers 
were able to avoid death and survive the tsunami by holding tightly to the mangrove 
trees, according to the SAO Officer of Village 5, over half of the villager’s homes were 
destroyed. Also, this village had seventy-nine families before the tsunami. Now only 
thirty-three families live on the island. (The rest have migrated to the mainland). Three 
people died in the tsunami and forty-six houses were damaged. As a result, there is one 
ICT tsunami warning tower in Thung Nang Dam.  The island mostly relies on amateur 
radios using channel 96, which is controlled by the District Office of Kuraburi.  The local 
mosque, which is connected to announcement towers, is also used in the case of 
emergencies.   
 
On Thung Nang Dam Island there are two maps giving directions around the island, yet 
no evacuation signs or plans are shown on the maps. 
 
Overall, the SAO representative said that despite the tower and tsunami evacuation signs, 
villagers are unprepared for a tsunami evacuation.  The ICT warning tower was installed 
by the government but nobody explained to the SAO or villagers what the tower was or 
how and why it would be used.  The warning tower has gone off two times previously; 
however, on one occasion only the siren sounded and the other time, the tower 
announcement was quickly cut off.  One of these occasions was due to the NDWC 
mistake; however, the person interviewed could not remember why and when the tower 
went off the second time.As a result, the SAO Representative was unable to answer 
questions such as how many languages are used in the warning because the warning was 
brief. 
 
On the night of March 28, when emergency notices went off over parts of Southern 
Thailand as a result of an earthquake, the warning tower in Thung Nang Dam did not go 
off as it solely depends on solar power and there was not enough power in reserves to 
sound the alarm.  Instead amateur radios were used. 
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The SAO Representative offered several recommendations as to how to improve the 
current evacuation system, suggesting that evacuation tests should occur at least twice a 
year.  It was also mentioned that there should be warning tower tests so that villagers can 
become familiar with the sound of the tower and educational materials could be 
distributed to villagers to teach them about the tower.  Finally, the SAO Representative 
suggested that an evacuation route be created. 
 
Other people interviewed in Khura Sub-District include the SAO, the village headman of 
Villages 4 and 5, and a general villager in Village 3.  The announcement tower in Village 
4 is ten years old and needs to be replaced.  In Village 5, the announcement tower does 
not work at the moment because the island has no electricity and never has .  It relies on 
solar cells for power. The announcement tower in question does not have any such solar 
cell panel or battery and therefore is useless. In Village 3, there are no tsunami warning 
alert structures.  There are announcement towers, yet they do not work; therefore, people 
rely on word of mouth.   
 
Overall, this sub-district is unaware of any form of tsunami evacuation response and 
procedures.  People are lacking basic information about proper precautions to take and 
would not fully understand the purpose of the tsunami warning tower if there was a 
natural disaster tomorrow.  
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K O H  P R A  T H O N G  S U B - D I S T R I C T  
 

• 1 – Number of ICT Tsunami Warning Towers  
o Thung Dap 

• 2 – Number of Beach Guard Towers 
• 1 – Number of Grohe Towers 
• 0 – Number of Announcement Towers in Sub-District 
• 1 – Number of towers hooked up to NDWC 

 
Koh Pra Thong Island is located off the coast of Khuraburi District mainland.  This 
fishing island was directly affected by the 2004 tsunami as the giant wave caused death 
and destruction.  There have been more than ten NGOs working on the island following 
the tsunami.   
 
There is one ICT warning tower on the island in Village 1 that is located next to a school, 
which is currently under construction.  There are no announcement towers, but there is 
one beach guard tower, again unmanned and unused.  In this village there are eighty-
seven families; approximately two hundred and twenty people.  A total of twenty Thai 
people and five Burmese died in the tsunami.  Also, twenty houses were completely 
destroyed and two were partially damaged.  
 
There are no evacuation routes in Village 1, but they are planning to create some soon. 
The Thai Red Cross is planning to build a tsunami evacuation shelter for Village 1. This 
village uses a generator for all its electricity but the warning tower uses a solar cell.                                         
 
The village headman suggested that the ICT tower be tested at least once a month and 
that two more announcement towers be installed at Pak Klong and Son Muerd. 
 
The other village interviewed is Village 2, which has one hundred and twenty families. 
There is 1 Grohe warning tower in this village. The Tower receives its signal from 
Tapkua Pa radio, which can broadcast an official NDWC warning over it's speakers.                                   
They have no beach guard towers or announcement towers.  Generators are used on the 
island because there is no electricity, which means that the tower is only powered for 4 
hours everyday between 6pm-10pm. They do not have solar cell.       
                                                          
One resort is technically part of Moo 2 but is located far away from the rest of the village 
(only accessible by boat). This resort cannot hear the tsunami warning tower. 
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Also, Village 2 has evacuation routes but no evacuation shelter. In the event of a tsunami 
people are told to get a boat over to Tah Bang Dad in Mae Nang Khao Sub-District, 
which is approx 25 minutes away.          
                                             
In order to improve the tsunami warning situation on Koh Pra Thong, the village 
headman thinks that the village needs announcement towers or more tsunami warning 
towers with wireless speakers to reach the whole village. These towers would also have 
to be powered by solar cell due to electricity issues.  
 
Overall, Koh Pra Thong is not a heavily populated area, but due to its geographic location 
is considered a threatened area.  The main problem in terms of disaster preparedness for 
this island is that people are undereducated about proper tsunami warning procedures and 
the sound issued from the two tsunami warning towers will not reach everyone on the 
island. 
 
 
 
 
 


